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40 CFR Ch. I (7–1–10 Edition)

fuel that is representative of the fuel
that in-use engines will use.
(2) For diesel-fueled engines, use the
appropriate diesel fuel specified in 40
CFR part 1065, subpart H, for emission
testing. Unless we specify otherwise,
the appropriate diesel test fuel for Category 1 and Category 2 engines is the
ultra low-sulfur diesel fuel. If we allow
you to use a test fuel with higher sulfur levels, identify the test fuel in your
application for certification. Unless we
specify otherwise, the appropriate diesel test fuel for Category 3 engines is
the high-sulfur diesel fuel. For Category 2 and Category 3 engines, you
may ask to use commercially available
diesel fuel similar but not necessarily
identical to the applicable fuel specified in 40 CFR part 1065, subpart H; we
will approve your request if you show
us that it does not affect your ability
to demonstrate compliance with the
applicable emission standards.
(3) For Category 1 and Category 2 engines that are expected to use a type of
fuel (or mixed fuel) other than diesel
fuel (such as natural gas, methanol, or
residual fuel), use a commercially
available fuel of that type for emission
testing. If a given engine is designed to
operate on different fuels, we may (at
our discretion) require testing on each
fuel. Propose test fuel specifications
that take into account the engine design and the properties of commercially available fuels. Describe these
test fuel specifications in the application for certification.
(d) You may use special or alternate
procedures to the extent we allow them
under 40 CFR 1065.10.
(e) This subpart is addressed to you
as a manufacturer, but it applies equally to anyone who does testing for you,
and to us when we perform testing to
determine if your engines meet emission standards.
(f) Duty-cycle testing is limited to
ambient temperatures of 20 to 30 °C.
Atmospheric pressure must be between
91.000 and 103.325 kPa, and must be
within ±5 percent of the value recorded
at the time of the last engine map.
Testing may be performed with any
ambient humidity level. Correct dutycycle NOX emissions for humidity as
specified in 40 CFR part 1065.

(g) For Category 3 engines, instead of
test data collected as specified in 40
CFR part 1065, you may submit test
data for NOX, HC, and CO emissions
that were collected as specified in the
NOX Technical Code (incorporated by
reference in § 1042.910). For example,
this allowance includes the allowance
to perform the testing using test fuels
allowed under the NOX Technical Code
that do not meet the sulfur specifications of this section. We may require
you to include a brief engineering analysis showing how these data demonstrate that your engines would meet
the applicable emission standards if
you had used the test procedures specified in 40 CFR part 1065.
[73 37243, June 30, 2008, as amended at 74 FR
56509, Oct. 30, 2009; 75 FR 23005, Apr. 30, 2010]

§ 1042.505 Testing engines using discrete-mode or ramped-modal duty
cycles.
This section describes how to test engines under steady-state conditions. In
some cases, we allow you to choose the
appropriate steady-state duty cycle for
an engine. In these cases, you must use
the duty cycle you select in your application for certification for all testing
you perform for that engine family. If
we test your engines to confirm that
they meet emission standards, we will
use the duty cycles you select for your
own testing. We may also perform
other testing as allowed by the Clean
Air Act.
(a) You may perform steady-state
testing with either discrete-mode or
ramped-modal cycles, as follows:
(1) For discrete-mode testing, sample
emissions separately for each mode,
then calculate an average emission
level for the whole cycle using the
weighting factors specified for each
mode. Calculate cycle statistics and
compare with the established criteria
as specified in 40 CFR 1065.514 to confirm that the test is valid. Operate the
engine and sampling system as follows:
(i) Engines with NOX aftertreatment.
For
engines
that
depend
on
aftertreatment to meet the NOX emission standard, operate the engine for 5–
6 minutes, then sample emissions for 1–
3 minutes in each mode. You may extend the sampling time to improve
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measurement accuracy of PM emissions, using good engineering judgment. If you have a longer sampling
time for PM emissions, calculate and
validate cycle statistics separately for
the gaseous and PM sampling periods.
(ii)
Engines
without
NOX
aftertreatment. For other engines, operate the engine for at least 5 minutes,
then sample emissions for at least 1
minute in each mode.
(2) For ramped-modal testing, start
sampling at the beginning of the first
mode and continue sampling until the
end of the last mode. Calculate emissions and cycle statistics the same as
for transient testing as specified in 40
CFR part 1065, subpart G.
(b) Measure emissions by testing the
engine on a dynamometer with one of
the following duty cycles (as specified)
to determine whether it meets the
emission standards in §§ 1042.101 or
1042.104:
(1) General cycle. Use the 4-mode duty
cycle or the corresponding rampedmodal cycle described in paragraph (a)
of Appendix II of this part for commercial propulsion marine engines that are
used with (or intended to be used with)
fixed-pitch propellers, propeller-law
auxiliary engines, and any other engines for which the other duty cycles of
this section do not apply. Use this duty
cycle also for commercial variablespeed propulsion marine engines that
are used with (or intended to be used
with) controllable-pitch propellers or
with electrically coupled propellers,
unless these engines are not intended
for sustained operation (e.g., for at
least 30 minutes) at all four modes
when installed in the vessel.
(2) Recreational marine engines. Except
as specified in paragraph (b)(3) of this
section, use the 5-mode duty cycle or
the corresponding ramped-modal cycle
described in paragraph (b) of Appendix
II of this part for recreational marine
engines with maximum engine power
at or above 37 kW.
(3) Controllable-pitch and electrically
coupled propellers. Use the 4-mode duty
cycle or the corresponding rampedmodal cycle described in paragraph (c)
of Appendix II of this part for constantspeed propulsion marine engines that
are used with (or intended to be used
with) controllable-pitch propellers or

with electrically coupled propellers.
Use this duty cycle also for variablespeed propulsion marine engines that
are used with (or intended to be used
with) controllable-pitch propellers or
with electrically coupled propellers if
the duty cycles in paragraph (b)(1) and
(b)(2) of this section do not apply.
(4) Constant-speed auxiliary engines.
Use the 5-mode duty cycle or the corresponding ramped-modal cycle described in 40 CFR part 1039, Appendix
II, paragraph (a) for constant-speed
auxiliary engines.
(5) Variable-speed auxiliary engines. (i)
Use the duty cycle specified in paragraph (b)(1) of this section for propeller-law auxiliary engines.
(ii) Use the 6-mode duty cycle or the
corresponding ramped-modal cycle described in 40 CFR part 1039, Appendix
II, paragraph (b) for variable-speed
auxiliary engines with maximum engine power below 19 kW that are not
propeller-law engines.
(iii) Use the 8-mode duty cycle or the
corresponding ramped-modal cycle described in 40 CFR part 1039, Appendix
III, paragraph (c) for variable-speed
auxiliary engines with maximum engine power at or above 19 kW that are
not propeller-law engines.
(c) During idle mode, operate the engine at its warm idle speed as described
in 40 CFR part 1065.
(d) For constant-speed engines whose
design prevents full-load operation for
extended periods, you may ask for approval under 40 CFR 1065.10(c) to replace full-load operation with the maximum load for which the engine is designed to operate for extended periods.
(e) See 40 CFR part 1065 for detailed
specifications of tolerances and calculations.
[73 37243, June 30, 2008, as amended at 75 FR
23005, Apr. 30, 2010]

§ 1042.515 Test procedures related to
not-to-exceed standards.
(a) This section describes the procedures to determine whether your engines meet the not-to-exceed emission
standards in § 1042.101(c). These procedures may include any normal engine
operation and ambient conditions that
the engines may experience in use.
Paragraphs (c) through (e) of this section define the limits of what we will
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